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What I am going to reveal in the next few pages is one of the most powerful CPA methods
discovered till date. Very few free and paid methods come close to it when it comes to
moneymaking potential.
It can change your life forever if you sincerely implement it.
This technique has the potential to easily make you $500+ per day with just 30 minutes of copypaste work a day.
Here is how this method works:
CPA marketing works on a very simple formula and that is:
A high converting offer+ Matching Traffic+Trust=$$$$$$
It is very easy to find high converting CPA offers. You can find hundreds of them in any major
CPA network.
BUT finding targeted traffic and getting your prospects to trust your offer is NOT easy.
There are so many scams on the internet so people are extremely vary and it is not easy to win
someone’s trust and get him/her to fill out your CPA offers(even if these are simple email
submits).
So how to win someone’s trust, INSTANTLY gain the authority status in the eyes of your
prospects and get people to fill out your CPA offers in droves?
Here, my Commission Jacker software comes into play. This software works on a very clever
concept that has proven its effectiveness over and over for ages.
Let me tell you the concept behind this software in detail:
We humans are hardwired to worship, trust and follow authority figures (in every field of
life).That is how the celebrities are able to command such high endorsement fees.
Barring the basic needs, all our actions over the course of life are directed towards getting
respect, authority and importance in eyes of our fellow human beings.
Internet is the reflection of the offline world. Suppose you visit two sites-one is an unknown,
obscure site and the other is a very well known one with millions of followers.

And suppose both these sites have opt in forms on their pages and are asking you to get them
your personal information in exchange of some kind of freebie…Whose opt in form would you
like to fill out?
Of course any normal person is much more likely to fill out the form of the well known authority
site.
The Commission Jacker software works on the same authority concept. It allows you to gain
INSTANT authority status in any niche/topic by taking leverage from already established sites.
Software in Action: How I Generated 847 leads in 1 Day Using Commission Jacker
During my recent experimentation with this software I added 847 fresh leads in my weight loss
list in just one day by sharing a few links in Facebook groups.

How I Did It?
I have a very simple squeeze page in weight loss niche that offers a free report in exchange of a
subscriber’s email:

I wanted to add a lot of subscribers in this list without spending any money on ads so I enlisted
the help of the Commission Jacker software.
I used a high quality weight loss article from one of the most famous health/fitness site on the
internet http://WebMD.com

First of all I put the article link inside the box in the Commission Jacker software and hit the
“Next” button

Next I selected a title (just copied the original article’s title):

Then I selected the pop up type to be “delay”

I selected the wait time (time before the pop up appears) to be 5 seconds

Then I put the URL of my squeeze page

I selected the width of the pop up to be 800 pixels

I chose the height of the pop up to be 500 pixels

I left the image option blank and hit “next”

The excerpt from the article was its title

Now the software is ready to create the files that we’ll be uploading at our site
I created a new folder named “Weight Loss CJ Files” for this one and hit the next button

As you can see it has created the files that we’ll be uploading to our server

Just double click on the index file and our squeeze page pop up shows over the WebMD article
like this

Now we are ready to capture red hot leads by taking instant leverage from the WebMD content.
Remember the content and the pop up are on our site. The software has just taken the content
from the WebMD site and put our pop up over that.
Just the name of the WebMD site instills huge-2 confidence among the visitors to subscribe to
our list. During my experiments, I have found that it increases the opt in rate by up to 400%.
Next what I did was to get over to Facebook and search for weight loss groups there.

As you can see there are a lot of weight loss groups with thousands of members in them.
I spent a total of around 40 minutes posting the link to my article in these groups and that was
enough to get me over 800 fresh weight loss leads within 24 hours.

And the flow of leads hasn’t stopped yet. I still get several hundred fresh leads every day using
this software and this method.
A single mailing to this list results in CPA commissions like this for me

Now you can easily see how powerful this software is and how much money you can make with
it.
Just get your copy and put it in action right away to build huge lists and make tons of CPA
commissions:
This software will go live on coming Friday (27th February) at 11 AM EST.
You can get your copy from the link below:
http://youraffiliatetools.com/commissionjacker
To Your Success,
Vivek Narayan,Sam Wright & YourAffiliateTools.com
PS – Would you like to be the owner of hundreds of Private Label Rights (PLR) and Master
Resale Rights (MRR) products each and every month for way less than if you were to buy them
individually?
My team is offering you a discount on the first month if you use our link:
http://plrinsider.info/secretdiscount

